, 2018 at the age of 85. Reading her obituary, I discovered that after college Margaret "became the primary care-giver for her mother who had Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Lou Gehrig's disease). Having learned from her mother that one can be healthy even in the face of disease, Margaret felt a call to nursing and entered nursing school at UT College of Nursing" (December, 2018) . My most memorable moments of Margaret were being in her physical presence on several occasions. When I was a very young scholar in the year after receiving my PhD, Margaret invited me to join her for several days in Minneapolis-St. Paul to explore her theory of health as expanding consciousness. We spent many hours pondering the need for methods that allowed for capturing pandimensional patterning and consciousness which led us to exploring emerging qualitative, transformational methods. We collaborated on a project applying these methods to understanding the demands of imposed weight requirements in a military setting on male and female officers. Then there were the annual meetings of the Society of Rogerian Scholars where Margaret always hosted a unitary dialogue -a spirited exchange among those who sought to understand and advance the science of unitary human beings. These were early times in my career when I was mesmerized by what was possible.
At an annual conference of the International Association of Human Caring, I led a panel that included Margaret, Jean Watson, and Marlaine Smith. The focus of this panel was to offer a synopsis of the parallels and divergences among unitary, caring, and consciousness conceptual systems and theories. Margaret's generous spirit of intellectual openness was on full display. What impressed me most was that when it came time to write a manuscript on our exploration, she relinquished that to the rest of us. I wanted to be sure she agreed with how we characterized that discussion but her main concern was that we take this thinking to a new level. She subsequently invited me to one of her dialogues on her theory held in Tennessee where she lived. I had the enviable experience of listening to a group of Japanese nurses who described in the richest terms the meaning of health as expanding consciousness as it influenced their thinking and charted their remarkable journeys with patients and their families. Their descriptions transcended language barriers and cultural differences. Finally, both Margaret and I were part of Society of Rogerian Scholars conference in Memphis, Tennessee. I led an MER Talk based on the premises of a TED Talk, MER as an acronym for Martha E. Rogers. For decades there has been a debate about Martha's insistency on a conceptual model that is acausal. Although Rogers' framework will always be as she described it, Margaret challenged the relevance of acausality as an enduring concept. There were a group of Newman scholars who had a special dinner for Margaret one evening during the conference. I was privileged to be invited and Margaret asked me to help her walk there by taking my arm -that was so deeply meaningful to me and she whispered in my ear that she really couldn't understand the need to recognize her.
The other night I watched the documentary movie Won't You Be My Neighbor? about the life of Fred Rogers, and subsequently read an online review referring to enduring lessons from the movie (McDonald, M., June 13, 2018). As odd as it may sound, watching the movie and reading the article made me think of Margaret's enduring lessons. One 
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Editorial of the points made in McDonald's review is that Fred Rogers accessed a part of us we never knew. Certainly what Margaret taught through her theory, her teachings, and applications made by her and others in their work was that we are certainly much more than we appear to be on the surface. We are, in essence, a transformative consciousness. Health as expanding consciousness allows for health in spite of conditions -health is unconditional like love. There is one clip in the movie that is very difficult to describe. It involves a young boy, Jeff Erlanger, a 10-year-old quadriplegic who rode into the Neighborhood on his electric wheelchair. One of the points of the movie was the prevailing question of whether Fred Rogers in his real life reflected the life of Mr. Rogers -clearly he did. I have this same belief of Margaret Newman who lived life in the throes of an expanded consciousness that pervaded her health. Margaret told me once that she never wanted her theory to be the "Newman Theory" but wanted the title to refer to the focushealth as expanding consciousness. This certainly allows the theory of health as expanding consciousness to live beyond her physical life.
-W. Richard Cowling, III, RN, PhD, AHN-BC, ANEF, FAAN
